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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we consider the problem of evaluating the capacity of

a LoRaWAN cell. Previous analytical studies investigated LoRaWAN

performance in terms of the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) given a

number of devices around a gateway and its range. We improve

the model for PDR by taking into consideration that the following

two events are dependent: successful capture during a collision and

successful frame decoding despite ambient noise. We consider a

realistic traic model in which all devices generate packets with

the same inter-transmission times corresponding to the duty cycle

limitation at the highest SF, regardless of the distance to the gate-

way. Based on the developed model, we optimize the Spreading

Factor (SF) boundaries to even out PDR throughout the cell. We

validate the analytical results with simulations, compare our model

with previous work, and experimentally validate the hypothesis

of Rayleigh fading for the LoRa channel. The important conclu-

sion from our results is that a LoRa cell can handle a relatively

large number of devices. We also show that there is practically

no inter-SF interference (cross interference between transmissions

with diferent SFs): interference from higher SFs comes from nodes

located farther away, so they face greater attenuation and thus,

they do not interfere with lower SF nodes.
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·Networks→Networkperformancemodeling;Very long-range
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1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we consider the problem of evaluating the capacity of

a LoRaWAN cell. LoRaWAN deines a physical layer based on Chirp

Spread Spectrum (CSS) for robust communication in the sub-GHz

ISM band. The data rate depends on the Spreading Factor (SF) that

characterizes the number of bits carried by a chirp. SF allows to

trade data rate for range: a small value of SF (e.g., 7) results in a

higher data rate, short transmissions, and a small range, while SF12

gives the best sensitivity and the longest range, at the cost of long

transmission times and worst energy consumption.

LoRa devices use a channel access method similar to unslotted

ALOHA [1]: a device may wake up at any instant and start trans-

mitting a packet to the LoRa gateway without testing for on-going

transmissions. The performance in terms of the Packet Delivery

Ratio (PDR) and scalability strongly depend on the number of colli-

sions arising when at least two end devices transmit packets over-

lapping in time. Transmissions using diferent spreading factors are

quasi-orthogonalÐin case of a collision, both frame transmissions

succeed if one is not several orders of magnitude stronger than the

other. For collisions of transmissions with the same SF, a frame

transmission succeeds if it is signiicantly stronger than the other

one, a phenomenon called the capture efect1.

For an increasing distance to the gateway, a device needs to

change SF to maintain the desired level of PDR: farther from the

gateway, the nodes need to use larger SF to increase the probability

of frame reception. We can thus deine SF boundaries around the

gateway in form of concentric annuli in which devices share the

same value of SF. In practice, the Adaptive Data Rate (ADR) com-

mands issued by the LoRa network server give SF to use based on

the measured SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) and PDR at the gateway.

Larger SFs result in more robust transmissions by using a lower

data rate with similar transmission power. However, transmissions

with larger SF take more time, which increases contention and

collision probability.

Previous analytical studies investigated the LoRaWAN perfor-

mance in terms of PDR given a number of devices around a gateway

1The capture efect refers to the capacity of correctly receiving a signiicant fraction of
colliding frames [2ś4].
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and its range [5ś10]. In this paper, we bring the following contri-

butions:

• We propose a traic model in which all devices generate

packets with the same inter-transmission times correspond-

ing to the duty cycle limitation at the highest SF regardless

of the distance to the gateway (Section 3).

• Wedevelop a simple yet precisemodel for PDR assuming that

the following two events are dependent: successful capture

during a collision and successful frame decoding despite

ambient noise (Section 4).

• We validate the analytical results with discrete event simu-

lations and compare with models proposed in the literature

in Section 5.

• We evaluate, by simulation as well as analytically, the capac-

ity of a LoRaWAN cell for a given density of nodes per km2

and given SF boundaries. We irst study the case of bound-

aries located at distances corresponding to predetermined

average SNR levels. Second, we optimize the SF boundaries

so that the maximal number of nodes obtain given target

PDR (Section 6).

• We experimentally validate the hypothesis of Rayleigh fad-

ing for the LoRa channel model by analyzing the distribu-

tion of channel gains measured on a real-world testbed (Sec-

tion 7).

The important conclusion from our results is that a LoRa cell

can handle a large number of devices, e.g., about 900 nodes can

get at least PDR of 90% in a 10 km2 cell or more than 1550 nodes

can get 60% PDR in a 78 km2 cell. We also show that the traic

pattern that we use leads to practically no inter-SF interference

(cross interference between transmissions with diferent SFs).

We start the paper with some background on LoRa in Section 2.

We end it with the discussion of previous work in Section 8 and

conclusions in Section 10.

2 LORAWAN BASICS AND ASSUMPTIONS

The physical layer of LoRaWAN has the following parameters [11]:

Bandwidth (BW) ś the range of the frequency sweep of CSS,

between 7.8 kHz and 500 kHz. Larger bandwidth results in a higher

data rate, but lowers the sensitivity.

Spreading Factor (SF) SF varies between 6 (7 in practice) and 12,

with SF12 resulting in the best sensitivity and range, at the cost of

the lowest data rate and worst energy consumption. Decreasing SF

by 1 unit roughly doubles the transmission rate and divides by 2

the transmission duration as well as energy consumption.

Coding Rate (CR) ś the rate of Forward Error Correction (FEC)

that improves packet error rate in presence of noise and interference.

A lower coding rate results in better robustness, but increases the

transmission time and energy consumption. The possible values

are: 4/5, 4/6, 4/7, and 4/8.

Transmission Power (P ): LoRaWAN deines the following values

of P for the EU 863-870 MHz band: 2, 5, 8, 11, and 14 dBm.

Table 1 presents SFj, data rate DRj, Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

limit, airtime τj , and smax , the maximum payload size. τj denotes

the transmission duration of the maximum size frame at data rate

DRj.

Table 1: LoRa parameters for BW of 125 kHz.

SFj SNR limit (qj ) Airtime (τj ) Bit rate DRj smax

7 -7.5 dB 102.7 ms DR5: 5469 b/s 230 B

8 -10 dB 184.8 ms DR4: 3125 b/s 230 B

9 -12.5 dB 328.7 ms DR3: 1758 b/s 123 B

10 -15 dB 616.5 ms DR2: 977 b/s 59 B

11 -17.5 dB 1315 ms DR1: 537 b/s 59 B

12 -20 dB 2466 ms DR0: 293 b/s 59 B
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Figure 1: Annuli of SF allocation around the gateway

Table 2: Notation

Spatial density of nodes ρ

Packet generation intensity λt
Frame transmission duration at data rate DRj τj
Distance of farthest node using DRj lj
Ofered traic (in Erlang) at DRj vj
Average channel gain at distance d д (d )

SNR threshold for DRj qj
Power gap for successful capture (typically 6 dB) γ

Transmission power, In-band noise power P, N

Transmission success probability taking into account

attenuation, fading, thermal noise H

Transmission success probability due to collisions Q

We consider in our analysis the basic LoRa CSS modulations

with 125 kHz bandwidth and SF in 12, 11,. . . 7, which corresponds

to data rates DRj, with j = 0, 1, . . . 5, and SF = 12 − j (see Table 1).

2.1 Assumptions and Notation

We consider a LoRaWAN cell with devices that conigure SF based

on their transmission conditions, which corresponds to the annuli

view presented in Figure 1. lj denotes the distance to the farthest

device that uses SF{12 − j} and thus data rate DRj. Outside l1, there

is no lower data rate available so all nodes need to use SF12. In this

way, l1 is the efective cell range to consider.

We use the Okumura-Hata model for path loss attenuation (also

used in other work [12ś14]), the suburban environment variant

with an antenna height of 15m. This empirical model is slightly

less favorable but more realistic than adopting an arbitrary path

loss exponent as in most of previous work cited herein. We con-

sider a gateway antenna gain of 6 dB, which compensates for a

receiver noise factor of 6 dB. We neglect shadowing, since its net

efect would be small in our case: it would modify the channel gain



from each node without changing the general characteristics of the

network [10]. Finally, we consider a Rayleigh channel: a multiplica-

tive random variable with an exponential distribution of unit mean

afects the received signal power.

3 TRAFFIC MODEL

We propose a traic model in which all devices generate packets

with the same inter-transmission times corresponding to the duty

cycle limitation at the highest SF regardless of the distance to the

gateway.

Such a model is more realistic than the assumptions of other

work [5ś10] in which nodes saturate their share of bandwidth

whatever their position in the network, which means that nodes

closer to the gateway generate more traic than those farther away.

In a LoRaWAN network, traic is application driven and should

not depend on the position of the node in the network or channel

quality. An application needs to send a given number of bytes

(limited by the maximal frame size) and its operation should be

transparent with respect to the position of devices that will use the

same data generation pattern irrespectively of the conigured SF.

Obviously, there are diferent IoT applications generating packets

according to their needs, e.g., once a day, once an hour, under the

constraint of the 1% duty cycle limit per band.

As devices operate with a given duty cycle and wake up to

send data at constant intervals, the superposition of traic coming

from a large number of devices tends to a homogeneous Poisson

process and we denote its intensity with λt that depends on the data

generation pattern of IoT applications. The limiting case is when

λt is the traic intensity of devices operating at DR0 and SF12 at

their maximal duty cycle and using 59 B packets, the maximum size

at this rate. Our analysis will also hold for lower traic intensity

coming from less demanding applications.

We assume that devices are homogeneously scattered with spa-

tial density ρ. The number of nodes using DRj is a function of the

radii deining the annulus between lj+1 and lj around the gateway

(see Figure 1). We assume that l6 = 0, so DR6 and above are not

used.

The duty cycle limitation is for each frequency band: LoRa de-

vices have to limit their occupation of each frequency band to 1%

of time with 3 to 5 frequency channels in each band. In Europe,

for instance, there are 3 channels in band h1.4 and 5 in h1.3, so if

we assume 3 channels, devices can use each of them at 0.33% duty

cycle. The airtime of maximum size packets at DR0 corresponds to

τ0 = 2.466 s, so they can be sent every 739.8 s on the same channel

(or every 246.6 s on diferent channels) to achieve 0.33% duty cycle

( 1
300 ) per channel. Thus,

λt =
1

739.8 s
. (1)

For SF = 12 − j, and nj , the number of nodes contending with

each other in annulus j, ofered traic is

vj = nj τj λt (2)

in Erlang, where τj is the transmission duration at data rate DRj,

and

nj = πρ (l2j − l
2
j+1). (3)

4 MODEL FOR SUCCESSFUL PACKET
DELIVERY

We present below the model to compute PDR based on the nota-

tion in Table 2. First, we derive the expression for PDR under the

assumption that collisions and successful overcoming the ambient

noise are independent. Then, we relax this assumption and derive

the inal expression for PDR.

In a LoRaWAN cell, a given frame is not correctly received for two

reasons (and maybe both): i) SNR is below the reception threshold

and/or ii) a collision occurs and the signal is not strong enough

relatively to the interference.

4.1 Successful frame reception, no collisions

Provided that there is no collision, a frame transmission succeeds

as long as SNR at the receiver for this transmission is above qj ,

the minimum SNR for the corresponding spreading factor [15].

The received signal power depends on the distance and Rayleigh

fading, whereas the noise power is the constant thermal noise for a

125 kHz-wide band: N = −123 dBm (−174 dBm per Hz).

Thus, the probability of successful transmission from distance d

at data rate DRj is:

H = exp

(

−
Nqj

Pд(d )

)

, (4)

where д(d ) is the average channel gain at distance d [5].

4.2 Successful frame reception, collisions

For a given transmission attempt, provided that it has already met

the signal strength reception condition (with probability H ), we

distinguish between three cases:

- Case 1 (0_collision) ś if the transmission does not overlap

any other frame, it succeeds;

- Case 2 (1_collision) ś if a single frame transmitted on the

same SF interferes with the transmission, then the frame is

captured, if it is received with a power margin of at least

γ = 6 dB against the colliding frame [15];

- Case 3 (2+collisions) ś if two frames or more overlap the

transmitted one, we simply deem it lost.

For a tagged transmission, the probability of Case 1 is:

Q1 = exp
(

−2vj
)

, (5)

as there should be no other transmission event during time 2τj
to avoid overlap.

Case 2 (1_collision) happens when a single transmission occurs

during time 2τj with probability 2vj exp(−2vj ) and the receiver

successfully captures the frame. If we neglect the variability of д(d )

among the nodes using the same SF, then the received power in

each annulus follows an exponential distribution. Successful frame

capture occurs for a diference of γ in received power (typically,

γ = 6 dB, which corresponds to a factor of 4). Since the probability

that an exponential random variable is γ times greater than another

one is (γ + 1)−1, the probability of successful frame capture is just

(γ +1)−1. Thus, the probability of success in Case 2 is the following:

Q2 =
2

γ + 1
vj exp(−2vj ). (6)



For Case 3 (2+collisions), we can observe that collisions with

successful packet capture against a single frame are already rela-

tively rare, so meeting the capture condition for two interferers, or

more, is efectively quite unlikely. Moreover, the co-occurrence of

three transmissions is rare for manageable traic intensity.

Thus, concurrent traic impacts the successful packet reception

with probability Q :

Q = Q1 +Q2 = (1 +
2

γ + 1
vj ) exp(−2vj ). (7)

Finally, combining Eqs. 4 and 7 yields the probability of successful

packet reception under the independence assumption:

PDRI = H ×Q . (8)

4.3 Successful frame reception, dependent
reception and capture

In the model above, and in all the cited papers, the probability of

capture in case of a collision and the probability of successfully

overcoming the ambient noise are considered independent. How-

ever, it is not the case, as a strong signal at the receiver is at the same

time more likely to overcome thermal noise and the interference

from colliding transmissions.

In case of a single collision, the probability of successful frame

reception at DRj is thus:

PDR1 = Pr

(

дr >
Nqj

Pд(d )
∩ дr > γдc

)

(9)

= Pr

(

дr > max

(

Nqj

Pд(d )
,γдc

))

, (10)

where дr and дc are the exponentially distributed Rayleigh channel

gains for the considered frame and the colliding frame, д(d ) is the

average path loss gain for both transmissions (thus assuming that

both nodes are at distanced from the gateway), andγ is the required

receiving power gap for successful capture (typically, 6 dB).

If we denote дt =
Nqj
Pд (d )

, the threshold gain for successful recep-

tion against the thermal noise, the probability of successful frame

reception becomes:

PDR1 =

∫

+∞

0
e−y

∫

+∞

max(дt ,γy )
e−xdxdy (11)

=

e−дt

γ + 1

(

1 + γ (1 − e
−дt
γ )

)

(12)

by integral of the probability density function over the successful

reception interval.

Finally, the probability of successful packet reception under the

dependence assumption is the following:

PDRD = HQ1 + 2vj exp(−2vj ) PDR1. (13)

5 MODEL VALIDATION

In this section, we compare our models and the model by Georgiou

and Raza [5] with simulations.

5.1 Simulations

We have developed a discrete event simulator in Python for a single

LoRa frequency channel used by a large number of nodes that takes
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Figure 2: Channel utilization based on the values of PDRI ,

PDRD , and PDRG (the model by Georgiou and Raza [5], with

orwithout correction) as well as the corresponding value for

unslotted ALOHA, when all nodes are 2.5 km away from the

gateway. Points correspond to the simulation values: o - suc-

cess for γ margin over the sum of the powers of all collid-

ing frames; x - success conditioned by at most one colliding

frame and γ margin.
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Figure 3: Channel utilization based on the values of PDRI ,

PDRD , and PDRG (the model by Georgiou and Raza [5], with

orwithout correction) as well as the corresponding value for

unslotted ALOHA, when all the nodes are 7.5 km away from

the gateway.

into account Rayleigh fading, capture, as well as co-SF and inter-

SF interference2. It simulates the transmission of a large number

of frames (e.g., 107) generated by as many Poisson processes as

SF zones, with intensities derived from the SF zone area, node

density, and λt . The transmission distance distribution in each SF

zone matches the node distribution. When frame transmissions

overlap, the simulator computes co-SF and inter-SF interference

to evaluate the efect of collisions, capture, and inter-SF jamming,

using the theoretical [15] or experimental levels [16]. Based on the

statistics of the number of correctly received frames, it computes

the conditional PDR, given the distance to the gateway, with high

precision (the conidence intervals are less than one percentage

point). Compared to more complete simulators which include all

2https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/heussem/lora-simple-discrete-event-
simulator

https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/heussem/lora-simple-discrete-event-simulator
https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/heussem/lora-simple-discrete-event-simulator


protocol layers, focusing solely on contention allows to simulate

hundred of thousand of frame transmission in a few minutes.

The simulator and analytical results corroborate each other. Sim-

ulation brings to light the efect of signiicant path loss diferences

between nodes in the same SF zone as well as the impact of inter-SF

interference or the salience of the capture efect when multiple

frames collide. Conversely, the analytical results are more suitable

for SF boundary optimization that we develop in Section 6.

5.2 Comparisons

In this section, to compare our results with the familiar curves for

the unslotted ALOHA model [1], we consider a variable number

of nodes n0, all at the same distance from the gateway. They send

frames using SF12 with aggregate traic intensity v0 = n0 τ0 λt
and we compute the channel utilizationU = PDR ×v0. We assume

transmission power of P = 14 dBm. Figures 2 and 3 present the

channel utilization based on PDRI , PDRD , and PDRG (the model

by Georgiou and Raza [5]) as well as the corresponding value for

unslotted ALOHA at SF12, for the distances l0 = 2500 m and l0 =

7500 m, respectively.

As for Aloha, we consider that a collision happens if another

frame starts transmitting within τj before and after the start of

a transmission. It is not the case in the model by Georgiou and

Raza [5, 17]. Their model rather corresponds to slotted Aloha or

to continuous transmissions as in CDMA networks. Interestingly,

probabilityQ in this paper matches approximation Q1 by Georgiou

and Raza [5] with the precision of a few percent provided that we

double the intensity of the interfering traic in their expressions

to account for the 2τj time during which at most one frame can

start transmitting for no overlap. Consequently, in Figure 2 where

Q is the dominant cause of losses, the corrected PDRG curve closely

matches our simulations and analytical expressions.

Moreover, in this short range case, the curves for PDRI and PDRD
overlap, which is not the case for the longer range. We observe that

for light ofered traic, all models roughly give the same results

whereas diferences become visible for higher ofered traic. Com-

pared to all the models that take into account the capture efect, the

unslotted ALOHA model [1] clearly stands out: physical capture

increases the capacity of the network and channel utilization.

Simulations allow to analyze the efect of capture in case of mul-

tiple colliding frames: the crosses show the utilization when three

overlapping frames are all dropped, whereas the rounds correspond

to a more ine-grained analysis in which any frame can be received

as long as it is received with a γ margin over the sum of the power

of the concurrent transmissions. For channel load below 1 Erlang,

the assumption of a single interfering frame causes only a slight

loss of precision.

6 NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of the model and use it to opti-

mize the SF boundaries. In this way, we obtain the number of nodes

that a single gateway can serve, for various ranges and acceptable

PDR. We compare the model with simulations that consider the

efects of near-far co-SF and inter-SF interference. We highlight

the necessity of power control in the SF7 zone and observe that

inter-SF interference is moderate with our traic model.

Table 3: SNR-based SF boundaries (km)

SF 7 SF8 SF9 SF10 SF11 SF12

l5 l4 l3 l2 l1 l0

Htarget = 99% 1.18 1.43 1.72 2.07 2.41 2.82

Htarget = 90% 2.23 2.68 3.23 3.89 4.54 5.23

Htarget = 70% 3.09 3.72 4.48 5.40 6.30 7.36

τj (ms) 102.7 184.8 328.7 616.5 1315 2466
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Figure 4: Small cell radius (l1 = 2.41km), density of

90 nodes per km2, SNR-based SF boundaries. Attenuation

(black curve) and collisions combine to give an estimated

success probability (PDR). On the same scale, the dimension-

less ofered channel load vj is extremely small for the in-

ner annuli and increases steeply for nodes located further

away, where collisions are the dominant cause of packet loss.

1196 nodes within 2.07 km of the gateway experience a PDR

above 60%. Simulation corroborates the analysis, whether it

takes into account inter-SF interference (crosses) or ignores

it (circles).
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Figure 5: Medium cell radius (l1 = 4.54km), density of 20

nodes per km2, SNR-based SF boundaries. Losses due to

attenuation and fading start to weigh on PDR. 950 nodes

within 3.9 km of the gateway experience PDR above 60%

6.1 SNR-based SF boundaries

We start with the SF allocation and the annuli boundaries based on

themeasured SNR at the gateway, which corresponds to the value of

probabilityH . The allocation relects the operation of Adaptive Data

Rate (ADR) in which the network server issues ADR commands to

nodes indicating which SF to use.
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Figure 6: Large cell radius (l1 = 6.30km), density of 5 nodes

per km2, SNR-based SF boundaries. For lower density, nodes

using small SF face little contention, but collisions still im-

pact PDR for nodes located further away. 443 nodes within

5.3 km of the gateway experience PDR above 60%.

We consider three scenarios with three diferent radio ranges

of 2.82, 5.23, and 7.36 km (small, medium, and large cell radius),

respectively. For instance, in a medium range LoRaWAN cell, we

would change SF each time the probability H drops below Htarget =

90%, which is the value ofH at a range of 5.23 km. Solving Equation 4

for each j gives the range for each data rate shown in Table 3.

For completeness, the table includes the l0 distances at which H

drops below the target value at SF12, but the nodes beyond this

radius cannot change to a lower SF and continue to use SF12. In the

medium range case, the covered area is 86 km2, whereas the same

gateway could cover an area of 170 km2 only at the cost of setting

Htarget = 70% (or a cell radius of 7.36 km).

Figures 4, 5, and 6 present the values of H , vj , and PDRD for the

three cell sizes. For the small cell size, we consider the density of

90 nodes per km2, 20 nodes per km2 for the medium cell, and 5 per

km2 for the large one. The x-axis is the index of a nodeÐwe order

the nodes by the distance to the gateway, e.g., the 1196th node is at

the distance of 2.07 km in the small cell.

The rounds and crosses represent the results obtained by sim-

ulation. The rounds give the average PDR for the transmissions

emanating from the distance range on the x axis under the assump-

tion of perfect inter-SF orthogonality. The crosses correspond to

simulation results that take into account inter-SF interference [15].

In the SF7 zone and especially for high node density, the simula-

tion results diverge from the model because simulation takes into

account the near-far problem: in case of collisions, nodes located

close to the gateway always dominate the nodes further away.

All igures exhibit the same trend. Close to the gateway, for small

SFs, there is little contention (vj ≪ 1) and PDRD is satisfactory. We

can also observe that the smaller the cell, the more nodes it can

handle, because more nodes can use a lower SF and have a high

H probability. Shorter transmissions then reduce the channel load,

which leaves room for incorporating many nodes before PDRD
begins to drop due to collisions.

Conversely, in a larger cell, two adverse efects combine for

the nodes located farther away. On the one hand, transmissions

with higher SF take more airtime, resulting in more collisions. On

the other hand, the annuli areas are larger going outward of the

coverage disk, thus including more nodes at the same SF, which
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Figure 7: Small cell radius, density of 90 nodes per km2, SF

boundaries for target PDR of 90%.
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Figure 8: Small cell radius, density of 90 nodes per km2, SF

boundaries for target PDR of 60%.
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Figure 9: Medium cell radius, density of 20 nodes per km2,

SF boundaries for target PDR of 90%.

also leads to more collisions, and the overall node capacity drops

to several hundreds of nodes when we want to get 60% PDR. The

next section gives numerical examples of the number of nodes that

a gateway can serve with optimized boundaries.

6.2 PDR based boundaries and cell capacity

We start by inding the SF boundaries to meet a given target PDRD :

we use the bisection method to position the SF7 boundary at the

distance where PDRD matches the target value. In this way, the

annulus includes the maximal number of nodes that obtain at least

target PDRD . Then, we change to SF8 and increase its boundary to

reach target PDRD , and so on for other SF boundaries.
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Figure 10: Medium cell radius, density of 20 nodes per km2,

SF boundaries for target PDR of 60%.
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Figure 11: Large cell radius, density of 5 nodes per km2, SF

boundaries for target PDR of 90%.
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Figure 12: Large cell radius, density of 5 nodes per km2, SF

boundaries for target PDR of 60%.

Figures 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 present PDRD for various densities

of nodes and two target PDRD values of 60% and 90%. In a small cell,

probability H is high, so nodes can easily attain PDRD of 90% (see

Figure 7). Compared to Figure 4, we can observe that the frontiers

for SF7 and SF8 are farther away by 50m and 100m respectively,

but those for SF9, SF10, SF11 are closer to the gateway (by as much

as 0.62 km for SF11), which results in a smaller cell with the total

of 908 nodes with PDRD of 90%. If we lower target PDRD to 60%,

the resulting cell is much larger with a signiicantly larger number

of nodes beneiting from target PDRD : 3648.

The model leaves aside inter-SF interference and near-far un-

fairness. In most cases, these efects have little impact, except for

Table 4: Maximal number of nodes with guaranteed PDR val-

ues of 60% and 90% for various node densities

Nodes per km2 Target PDR
Number of

served nodes

Coverage

radius l1 (km)

90
90% 908 1.79

60% 3648 3.59

20
90% 510 2.85

60% 1563 4.99

5
90% 198 3.56

60% 553 5.94

heavily loaded small cells (see Figure 8) that we discuss in more

detail in Sections 6.3 and 6.4.

Table 4 summarizes the capacity limitsÐthe maximal number of

nodes that beneit from a given level of target PDRD . For small cells,

optimizing the SF allocation has more efect on capacity, as the

optimization process has more freedom to spread nodes between

the SF annuli. In this case, there is more than a threefold diference

between the maximal number of nodes that a single gateway can

handle, with vs. without SF boundary optimization (e.g., 3648 vs.

1196 for 60% PDR).

When the cell range increases, optimization of SF allocation is

more constrained and the maximal number of nodes is slightly

less sensitive to the tuning of the SF boundaries. Moreover, the

maximal number of nodes considerably increases when we lower

target PDRD (e.g., to 60%). This observation suggests that we can

consider other ways of achieving high probability of successful

packet delivery: nodes may repeat packets several times [18]. The

resulting packet delivery probability is: Pr(packet delivery) = 1 −

(1 − PDRD )
n
, where n is the number of packet repetitions. For

instance, for PDRD = 60% and n = 3, Pr(packet delivery) = 0.94.

Obviously, packet repetitions increase energy consumption; how-

ever, changing SF to larger values has a similar efectÐgoing from

SFj to SF{j + 1} doubles the transmission duration. So, repeating

4 times a packet sent at SF7 has approximatively the same dura-

tion as a single transmission at SF9: the preamble overhead is the

same because the preamble duration grows with SF and the only

diference is that each symbol carries one more bit at each SF step.

Using inter-frame error correction is even more efective, albeit

more complex to implement [19].

In these calculations, we have considered an application that

would saturate a band with a 1% duty cycle limit and wide enough

to include 3 channels. In this case, an application generating one

packet every 246.6 s (4mn and 7 s) on diferent channels reaches

the duty cycle limit at SF12. Applications generating less traic can

either:

• send less packets, which saves energy for the individual

nodes and reduces contention or, alternatively, increases the

network capacity in terms of the number of nodes;

• repeat the data packets several times (packet repetition [18])

to improve the desired data delivery probability signiicantly.

6.3 Power control in DR5 (SF7) zone

In our model, all nodes in the same annulus experience a similar

average channel gain. As the diference in the coding gain when

changing from SFj to SF{j + 1} is approximately 2.5 dB, the channel
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Figure 13: Small cell radius, density of 90 nodes per km2,

SF boundaries for target PDR of 60%, power control in DR5

zone.

gains for a given SF are spread over this interval (i.e., 2.5 dB), which

is a quite reasonable assumption for all annuli except for the inner

disk (DR5/SF7).

In this disk of radius l5, channel gains are heterogeneous, so

power control is necessary for fair access, as some nodes may have

a markedly shorter distance to cross compared to others. Thus, a

proper ADR scheme would make a node close to the edge of the SF7

zone use P = 14 dBm, as for higher SFs. It would then attribute the

next lower transmission power to the nodes enjoying between 2 dB

and 4 dB of average SNR advantage compared to the edge, and so on

by steps of 2 dB, until P = 2 dBm. This approach has two beneits,

as illustrated in Figure 13 (to compare with Figure 8 presenting the

results without power control): i) power-controlled nodes closer

to the gateway are less harmful to farther nodes with respect to

inter-SF interference and ii) energy consumption is marginally

lower [20].

6.4 Co-SF and inter-SF interference

Experimental measurements by Mikhaylov et al. [21] showed that

physical capture in presence of co-SF interference may happen

well below 6 dB of the power margin. Compared to our model,

this efect would tend to increase the actual packet delivery ratio.

Some authors [16, 21] also question the theoretical levels of inter-SF

interference: in particular, low SFs may be jammed by other signals

even when the power margin is of the order of -6 dB, whereas the

expected values would be at least 10 dB lower [15]. This aspect is

not overly critical: irst, interference from higher SFs comes from

nodes located farther away, so they face greater attenuation and

thus, they are relatively harmless. Second, for the optimized SF

boundaries, channel utilization is much reduced for higher SFs, so

that nodes in the lower SF annuli face lower levels of accumulated

interference from farther nodes compared to the SNR-based SF

allocation for instance.

In fact, using the less favorable inter-SF rejection levels found

by Croce et al. [16], inter-SF interference is non-negligible in a

dense cell as we can see in Figure 14. However, since inter-SF

interference mostly comes from transmissions of nodes located near

the gateway, power control greatly helps (see Figure 15). In all cases,

inter-SF interference is less of a problem with our homogeneous
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Figure 14: Small cell radius, density of 90 nodes per km2,

SF boundaries for target PDR of 60%. Low inter-SF rejec-

tion [16].
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Figure 15: Small cell radius, density of 90 nodes per km2, SF

boundaries for target PDR of 60%. This is for the case of low

inter-SF rejection and using power control in SF7 zone. Com-

pared to Figure 14, PDR is more even among SF7 nodes and

there is less (although still noticeable) inter-SF interference

for SF8 and above.
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Figure 16: Medium cell radius, density of 20 nodes per km2,

SF boundaries for target SNR of 90%. In this simulation, all

nodes use 1% duty cycle, which corresponds to the traic

model in most of the litterature [5, 6, 10, 17, 22]. Compared

to Figure 5, a lot more packets are lost due to collisions and

inter-SF interference still erase many transmissions.

traic pattern, whereas it is exacerbatedÐas well as collisionsÐ

when all nodes transmit using the same duty cycle as in the model

by Georgiou and Raza presented in Figure 16.
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(b) Fading gain in Rayleigh channel

Figure 17: (a) Measured RSSI distribution for a 4.4 km LoRaWAN link from an outdoor sender, transmission power 14dBm,

SF11. (b) Expected fading gain (in dB) distribution for a Rayleigh channel.

Figure 18: Measured RSSI distribution for a 2.4 km Lo-

RaWAN link, from an indoor sender, transmission power

14dBm, SF11. The distribution is truncated to the left be-

cause the reception power is then below the sensibility.

7 EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF THE
CHANNEL MODEL

The theoretical model presented in this paper as well as those in

related work assume a Rayleigh fading channel. This assumption is

quite usual, except in rare cases [23], but we draw attention to the

fact that it was originally a model for mobile nodes. In the case of

LPWAN networks, we consider mostly static nodes so that it would

also be reasonable to assume less variability of the channel gain.

To get insight on how the channel gain behaves in the real-world,

we have run long term experiments using an STMicroelectronics

mote [24] and several gateways of The Things Network (TTN), a

public LoRa network [25]. We have generated traic and gathered

statistics over 3 months to obtain the RSSI distributions of which

two examples are shown in Figures 17 and 18. We send at SF11 with

transmission power of 14 dBm. The transmissions alternate between

6 diferent frequency channels. Both histograms are for non-line of

sight links in a suburban environment. The RSSI distribution of the

long link (see Figure 17a) follows well the expected distribution of

gains for a Rayleigh channel described in Section 2.1, which appears

in Figure 17bÐdeep fades of -10 dB below the average gain (0 dB in

Figure 17b) are common.

For the longer link, we found that the use of several frequency

channels explains the observed variability: the nodes are not mobile

but frequency diversity has a similar efect, which is reminiscent

of the reason why GSM networks use frequency hopping whereas

GSM and LoRaWAN have similar transmission range, frequency

channel separation, and carrier frequency.

The link in Figure 18 shows more attenuation because the sender

is indoor, although the link in shorter. in this case, the variability

would also randomize the outcome of the capture efect should a

collision occur. Note that the sensitivity of approximately -140 dBm

for SF11 truncates the distribution because the frames experiencing

high fading are lost.

Finally, the measures conirm that the channel gains are always

variable and that even for nodes with similar average channel gains,

it would be very common to witness reception powers with a dif-

ference of 6 dB. In this case, the capture efect allows the gateway

to receive one of the colliding frames.

The Rayleigh channels assumption discussed in this section is

important because a channel with less variability would dramati-

cally change the results, with a longer range and also little inter-SF

impact [23]. Experimentally, our inding is that the Rayleigh chan-

nel assumption is reasonable at least for links longer than a couple

of km.

8 DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK

8.1 Collision model

Regarding collisions, we point out that solely meeting the capture

condition (with probability Q in Equation 7) is not suicient to

ensure successful reception, which is in contradiction with the

model by Waret et al. [7]. We think that attenuation must always

be taken into account, so PDR always integrates probability H

(Equation 4) in this paper.

Also, our model leads to a more conservative estimate of the

probability of packet capture than those proposing to spread the

energy of the overlapping interferer over the entire considered

frame [6, 13, 23].

We do not take into account the collision timing, although it has

some efect [26] on the frame capture. We leave this reinement for

future work.



8.2 Traic models

Many recent papers focusing on the LoRaWAN radio capacity as-

sume that all nodes completely use their allowed duty cycle regard-

less of their SF [5, 6, 10, 17, 22]. This assumption means sending

much more packets when a node is closer to the gateway, which is

unrealistic: let us assume that an IoT application needs to send a

packet every hour and the node is at the distance resulting in SF8.

If the transmission conditions change and it can switch to SF7, it

will not start sending packets every half an hour because of the

possibility of doing so.

Under the assumption that all nodes use their allowed duty cycle

like in Figure 16, if the metric for the capacity is the overall through-

put, then the models give optimistic results (i.e., high throughput)

because all nodes are able to ill up all available quasi-orthogonal

sub-channels [6]. On the contrary, if the metric to express the ca-

pacity is the number of nodes [5, 10, 17, 22], the models result in

dramatically small node capacity (e.g., 20 nodes for PDR of 80%)

because all nodes saturate their duty cycle, so there is little beneit

in moving a node to a smaller SF, since it immediately transmits

much more traic and thus creates similar collision levels.
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10 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a model for the capacity of a LoRaWAN

cell that takes into account collisions and the capture efect. It allows

to assess the number of nodes that can share a single LoRaWAN

cell for a given node density, cell range, traic generation rate,

and target PDR. We have validated the model with discrete event

simulations.

Our results show that a LoRaWAN cell can handle thousands of

devices. We also consider the efect of inter-SF interference, which

turns out to be relatively small: interference from higher SFs comes

from nodes located farther away, so they face greater attenuation

and thus, they do not interfere with lower SF nodes. Moreover,

power control can greatly help to avoid the jamming of distant

nodes by the near ones.

Our hypothesis of similar traic intensity in the cell puts under

the spotlight the problem of suitable SF allocation. In particular, for

devices close to the gateway, it is critical to distribute as much traic

as possible on lower SFs. For farther devices, there is a balance to

ind: they need to use larger SFs to reduce the impact of fading and

at the same time, use the smallest possible SFs to avoid collisions.

Finally, a salient question left for future work is how to practi-

cally allocate SFs: gateways have limited downlink transmission

opportunities [27], so that a practical ADR control method would

have to take this limitation into account. Besides, a real network

also has to consider the presence of multiple gateways and hence,

macro-diversity reception, a central feature of LoRaWAN, which

we plan to analyze in the future.
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